
Exalted 3rd Edition Charm Cascades

Thrown

Precision of the Striking Raptor
Core, p. 415

Accuracy is calculated as if the Solar was at close range,
regardless of actual distance. When used at close range,
the target‘s defense is lowered. Does not allow to strike

beyond the normal range of the weapon.

Triple Distance Attack Technique
Core, p. 416

Extends the range of a thrown weapon to long range.
Upgrades at higher Ability and Essence ratings.

Steel Storm Descending
Core, p. 415

Must win a Join Battle and make a decisive attack. Grants
bonus dice depending on the difference between her

Initiative and that of her target.
Upgrades at higher Ability and Essence rating.

Flashing Draw Mastery
Core, p. 415

Adds one auto-success to Join Battle and treats the roll
as if the Solar had scored additional successes depending

on her Essence. 
Refer the book for this complex Charm.

Joint-Wounding Attack
Core, p. 415

Strike at your target and cripple it for the rest of the scene
if you do at least three damage, giving it a -3 penalty. The

target may need special care to restore the special
wounding this attack inflicts.

Angle-Tracing Edge
Core, p. 416

Completely remove the benefits of all cover from the target
by banking weapons off of walls and other solid surfaces.

Against full cover the Charm works the same, but is
treated as if the attack had been made at long range.

Swarm-Culling Instinct
Core, p. 416

Supplements a Join Battle roll, allowing the Solar to
reroll a number of non-successes equal to the 10s she

rolled. Cascading rerolls. If the Solar wins Join Battle, she
may attack several opponents. Please refer the book.

Mist on Water Attack
Core, p. 416

Supplements a decisive attack, silencing the struck target for
a few turns. Character affected may not be detected by

any hearing-based Awareness. The target‘s death cannot
be discovered until the effects have passed.

Observer-Deceiving Attack
Core, p. 417

Conceal a thrown attack, causing opponents to believe
it was made from a completely different angle. Spotting

this deception must try to beat the Solar in a roll-off.
Upgrades at higher Ability and Essence ratings.

Flying Steel Ruse
Core, p. 417

Supplement a distraction or disarm gambit, granting it one
automatic success and allowing the player to reroll some

6s in his roll.

Empty Palm Technique
Core, p. 417

Allows the Solar to keep her Initiative upon succeeding
at a single disarm gambit. Useable once per scene, but can

be reset by rolling Join Battle.

Fallen Weapon Deflection
Core, p. 417

Any time a weapon is disarmed within range, the Solar can
use this Charm to strike it from the air, causing it to fly one
further range band away. Can be used to propel an ally‘s

weapon back towards his reach. Please refer the book.

Mist-Gathering Practice
Core, p. 417

Enhances an aim action from cover or stealth, adding
bonus Initiative to the next decisive attack for determining

raw damage.

Shower of Deadly Blades
Core, p. 417

Attack a target and hit everyone in short range to it. Roll a
single withering attack against all targets, but damage is

rolled only once.
Please refer to the book for this complex Charm.

Shrike Saving Discretion
Core, p. 418

Permanently enhances the prerequisite. When the Solar
launches a successful decisive attack with the prerequisite,
upon returning to base Initiative, she gains bonus Initiative

equal to the 9s and 10s she rolled on the damage roll.

Crimson Razor Wind
Core, p. 418

When the Solar successfully deceives an opponent with the
prerequisite, she can use this Charm to make an immediate

decisive attack against that opponent, striking from ambush.
Please refer the book for this complex Charm.

Sharp Hand Feint
Core, p. 418

Supplements a distract gambit so that the attack succeeds
without a roll. Must still succeed at the Initiative roll for the

gambit. Short range, but may be increased by spending
anima levels without needing an aim action.

Shadow Wind Slash
Core, p. 418

Make two decisive attacks and choose the better one. May
also use this Charm to benefit a disarm attempt. Reflexively

clash a close or ranged attack.
Please refer the book for this complex Charm.

Shadow Thrust Spark
Core, p. 419

The Solar may invoke this Charm when a distract gambit
supplemented by the prerequisite succeeds, automatically

disarming the opponent and throwin his weapon 
to short range. 

Savage Wolf Attack
Core, p. 419

Only usable after disarming an opponent with a thrown
gambit, and only if the owner retrieves the weapon.
This generates an unblockable/undodgeable attack.

Please refer the book for this complex Charm.
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Cascade of Cutting Terror
Core, p. 416

Once per combat use this to attack a single target with
the benefit of a full Thrown Excellency. Cannot be dodged.

Deals double damage to nearby objects and scenery.
Please refer the book for this Charm.

Diving Hawk Discipline
Miracles of the Solar Exalted, p. 36

Supplement a Thrown Disarm, Distract, or Unhorse
Gambit, allowing it to be made without needing

an aim action.

Death-Dealing Diffusion
Miracles of the Solar Exalted, p. 37

Allows the Solar to make two eligible gambits at once, with
a single difficulty 5 gambit. Eligible are disarm, distract and

unhorse.

Whirlwind Hand of the Striker
Miracles of the Solar Exalted, p. 37

Strike your opponent down to the ground with a gambit,
snaring the target for some time.

Please refer to the book for this complex Charm.

Dancing Steel Symphony
Miracles of the Solar Exalted, p. 38

Make an array of (Dexterity + 2) gambits against enemies,
enabling you to disarm, distract or unhorse a great many

foes at once.

Thunder-Quelling Gesture
Miracles of the Solar Exalted, p. 36/37

Reflexively make a thrown-based decisive attack against
someone taking the aim action without needing to aim

yourself. If damage is tone, the action is interrupted.
Please refer the book for this complex Charm.

Falling Icicle Strike
Core, p. 419

Must succeed at an ambush and launch a decisive
attack against the target. Doubles successes

on the damage roll.

Fiery Solar Chakram
Core, p. 419

Hurl your anima at a foe as a decisive attack. Requires no
aim action and gains several automatic successes.

Extra successes are added to the damage. Greater effect
on creatures of the night. Please refer the book.

Cutting Circle of Destruction
Core, p. 419

Throw your weapon to generate a series of cascading
attacks with a final designated target. All attacks except

the final one are withering.
Refer the book for this complex Charm.
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Spitting Hand Technique
Miracles of the Solar Exalted, p. 36

Allows the Solar to switch weapons reflexively without
a draw/ready action. This includes improvised weapons.


